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We show the existence of non-trivial periodic solutions for a class of non-linear
equations, model of age-structured populations. To this aim we use the theory of
Centre Manifold for a class of abstract differential equations introduced by Desch
and Schappacher, and show that a Hopf Bifurcation Theorem can be proved for this
class of equations. Finally, we consider some special cases, and present an algorithm
for the determination of the type of bifurcation, and show that in the considered
cases the bifurcation is always supercritical. © 1998 Academic Press
1. INTRODUCTION
In this paper, we study a class of equations of age-structured popula-
tions introduced by Gurtin and MacCamy. We let the mortality and fertility
depend on a single variable St that describes some “size” of the popu-
lation. In order to study bifurcations we will let the fertility depend on a
parameter ".
Specifically, set t D time, a D age, and u D ua; t D density of popula-
tion. The equations are8>>>>><>>>>>:
@u
@t
C @u
@a
C a; Stu D 0;
u0; t D 8Sty "
Z 1
0
aua; tda;
St D
Z 1
0
γsus; tds;
(1)
where a; S is the mortality and 8Sy "  a is the fertility.
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We search for conditions under which (1) can give rise to periodic solu-
tions. A more general class of equations is studied in Webb [16, 17], where
the spectral properties of the linear part, the behaviour of the correspond-
ing semigroup and the stability of the stationary solutions of (1) are inves-
tigated. In the case of non-linearity only on the function  D a; S in the
differential part, and 8Sy " D constant, Pru¨ss [14] proved the existence of
non-trivial periodic solutions.
In the case of non-linearity only on the boundary conditions (renewal
terms), numeric simulations suggested the existence of periodic solutions
(see [13, pp. 84–85]).
There exist conditions under which the eigenvalues of the linearized
problem are pure imaginary for " D 0.
It is generally believed that under these conditions Hopf bifurcation gen-
erated these periodic solutions, but up to now this has not been proved
rigorously. In this paper we prove rigorously that the bifurcation happens,
that the periodic solutions exist, and we find an estimate of the stability in
special cases.
To this aim, I use a theory of Desch and Schappacher for a class of
differential equations in Banach spaces. I set (1) to this class and I apply a
Centre Manifold Theorem [1]; then I apply the Hopf Bifurcation Theorem
to the reduced equation.
It is possible to use also the double-dual spaces X, see [7], but the
method of the (Z)-A spaces of Desch and Schappacher seemed to me
more natural.
2. (Z)-A SPACES
Some years ago, Desch, Schappacher, and Zhang (see [6]) developed an
approach to study multiplicative perturbations of C0-semigroups that makes
use of the so-called (Z)-A subspaces.
They considered the abstract differential equation
Px D AxC Bx; (2)
and studied mild solutions of (2) as solutions of the integral equation
xt D etAx0 CA
Z t
0
et−sABxsds: (3)
x belongs to a Banach space X, A generates a C0-semigroup on X, while
B is a continuous function from X ! Z; in particular, Z is a subspace
of X that generalizes the domain of A, such that the integral in (3) is
always well-defined, and A R t0 et−sABxsds can be controlled. More
precisely:
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Definition 1 ((Z) Assumption with Respect to an Operator A). Let
a Banach space X and A, a closed linear operator, generator of a C0-
semigroup on X, be given.
A Banach space Z;   Z, contained in X is said to satisfy assumption
(Z) with respect to the operator A, if:
(i) Z is continuously embedded in X;
(ii) 8 2 C0;1; Z, we haveZ t
0
et−sAsds 2 DA 8 t > 0;
and there exists a continuous, non-decreasing function, γx 0;1 ! 0;1
with γ0 D 0, such that∥∥∥∥A Z t0 et−sAsds
∥∥∥∥  γt sup
0st
sZ; 8 t  0: (4)
More briefly, these spaces are also called (Z)-A spaces.
A classical example of these spaces is the Favard class of A, i.e., the
space
FA D

x 2 X  lim sup
t!0C
∥∥etAx− x∥∥
t
<1

with the norm xZ D x C lim supt!0CetA x− x=t.
Generally, DA  FA, but DA 6D FA if X is not reflexive.
We reduce (1) to (2) by a trace operator. This is a standard application
of this class of abstract differential equations; see [5, 6].
3. THE PROBLEM
For the sake of simplicity, we consider (1) in the case  D a.8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
@u
@t
C @u
@a
C au D 0;
u0; t D 8Sty "
Z 1
0
aua; tda;
St D
Z 1
0
γsus; tds:
(5)
We will look for a solution ua; t with u; t 2 L10;1; we assume that
 2 L10;1, and 8  y " is a sufficiently regular decreasing function
that represents the effect on fertility from competition of individuals of the
various ages s, according to their “size” St.
The quantity 8Sty " a is the effective fertility function, and " will
be the bifurcation parameter.
Because of the boundary conditions, (5) is a non-linear equation in u.
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Assumptions on  and 8. Define the function 5a xD e−
R a
0 sds as
a steady solution of (5) without boundary conditions that represents the
survival probability to age a.
We assume Webb’s hypothesis on :
9 0 <    x 8 a  0 x   a  : (6)
Under (6), we have that 5 2 L10;1, and this is the natural space
for the problem.
By redefining 8, we can normalize  and γ as
;5 D 1; γ;5 D 1:
Examples of Functions 8. In the examples we will assume 8 is of the
form
8S; " D R01C "’S: (7)
Typical choices for ’ are ’S D e−S or ’S D 1=1C S4C,  > 0. These
choices allow for the existence of time-independent solutions.
4. STEADY SOLUTIONS FOR (5)
Note that (5) always has the stationary solution u D 0.
We will denote a non-zero steady-state by u"a. We easily see that
such a solution exists if there exists a number S D S" > 0 such that 1 −
8S"y " ;5 D 0, that is,
8S"y " D 1 (by normalization). (8)
Then we have
u"0 D
S"
γ;5 D S"; for every S" such that 8S"y " D 1:
The existence and the uniqueness of a non-zero steady solution, for every
", are ensured if 8 has the form (7),
8Sy " D R01C "’S;
where ’0 D 1; ’S > 0, ’0S < 0; limS!1 ’S D 0; note that these
assumptions are satisfied by all the previous examples. Then (8) be-
comes R01 C " D 1=’S", with S" > 0, and in particular R0 D 1=’S0.
See [13, III.4].
In any case, if we admit the existence of a solution of (8), S0, for " D 0,
and 8SS0y 0 6D 0, then, by the Implicit Function Theorem, we obtain the
existence of solutions for " in a neighbourhood of 0.
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5. ABSTRACT SETTING
Define the variable v; t as va; t defD ua; t − u"a D ua; t −
S" 5a, and set X D L10;1yR.
To use centre manifolds, we need to enlarge the space, using the variable
v; " 2 X D X  R, and (5) can be written as8<:
@v
@t
C @v
@a
C a v D 0;
v0; t D 8S" C γ; v y " ; v C S" − S":
(9)
Linearizing (9) at v D 0, " D 0, we obtain8<:
@v
@t
C @v
@a
C a v D 0;
v0; t D ; v C R(v; ty "; (10)
where  D  C S08SS0y 0γ 2 L10;1; Rvy " is the remainder
Rx X ! R, and
Rvy " D 8S" C γ; v y " − 1(S" C ; v − S08SS0y 0 γ; v : (11)
Considering only the linear part of (10) in v, we define the operator
A xD
8>><>>:
DA D

   2 W1; 10;1yR; 0 D
Z 1
0
aada

;
A xD −@
@a
− aa:
(12)
It is well known [8, 16] that:
(1) A is the generator of a C0-semigroup on X;
(2) the essential spectrum is contained in Re z  − C "; the spec-
trum lying in the strip − C "  Re z  1 − , 8 " > 0, is composed
of a finite number of eigenvalues that satisfy the characteristic equationZ 1
0
a5a e−za da D 1: (13)
If a  0, then the eigenvalue with largest real part is real; this is not
true if a is not positive.
If ;5 6D 1 (, 0 62 A), define the trace vector
g defD 1
1− ;5 5; (14)
and the trace operator: G: R! X, x 7! Gx D x g.
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It can be proved [6] that g 2 FA, while g 62 DA because ;5 6D 1
implies 5 62 DA.
Relation (10) can be written as( Pv D Av − Rvy " g;
P" D 0:
(15)
To set it in the form of (5), we define A D

A 0
0 0

and B

v
"

D
−Rvy " g
0

.
Then (15) is equivalent to
d
dt

v
"

D A

v
"

CB

v
"

: (16)
Since FA D FAR, the theory of Desch and Schappacher applies to (16).
6. PERIODIC SOLUTIONS
6.1. Existence
To have the conditions for a Hopf bifurcation, assume that the spectrum
of A contains pure imaginary eigenvalues. We choose the simplest possible
case, more precisely:
Hypothesis 1 (Hypothesis on A). (a) A  Re z  0;
(b) A \ iR D Ci;−i, simple eigenvalues.
From these properties, the set c D Ci;−i is a spectral set, and it can
be separated from the remainder of the spectrum by a closed path γ in C
that contains c in its interior.
The projection associated to the centre spectrum is
Pc D
1
2 i
I
γ
z I−A−1 dz:
The centre subspace Xc D Pc X is spanned by two real functions:
e1a D 5a cos a; e2a D 5a sin a: (17)
An explicit computation of Pc is in the Appendix.
Definition 2. Define the quantities R and 2 as
R ei2
defD
Z 1
0
aa5ae−ia da:
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Hence, we write the Bifurcation Conditions on A (Hypothesis 1) as( ; e1 D 1;
; e2 D 0;
 i eigenvalues; (18)
R 6D 0; simple eigenvalues: (19)
The representation of Ac D AXc in R2 is the matrix

0 −1
1 0

.
Hypothesis 2 (Regularity). 8Sy " 2 C3LipU for some neighbourhood
U of S0; 0.
Hypothesis 3 (Non-degeneracy).
−8" C S0

8"S −8SS
8"
8S
 
S0y 0
6D 0y (20)
〈
γ;5a cosaC2 6D 0: (21)
Theorem 1 (Existence of Non-zero Periodic Solutions). If Hypotheses
1–3 hold, then, for each sufficiently small neighbourhood of the origin in
X  R, the problem (15) admits non-zero periodic solutions in that neigh-
bourhood.
In particular, these solutions belong to a 2-dimensional surface in the
space X  R.
Therefore, the problem (5) admits non-zero periodic solutions in an
L10;1-neighbourhood of the steady solution, for some " in a neighbour-
hood of 0.
6.2. Stability of the Oscillations, Special Case
In the special case  D γ, the conditions become simpler. Introduce the
quantities
k0
defD −1C S08SS0y 0; (22)
kg D −8" C S0

8"SS0y 0 −8SSS0y 0
8"S0y 0
8SS0y 0

; (23)
k1 D 8SS0y 0 C 12 S08SSS0y 0; (24)
k2 D 128SSS0y 0 C 16S08SSSS0y 0: (25)
Then,  D −k0 ; to satisfy Hypothesis 1, we need the eigenvalues with
maximal real part to be pure imaginary: they satisfy (13) and, as already
mentioned, this is possible only if  is not positive; but a  0, a.e.
a  0, so that k0 > 0, hence S08SS0y 0 < −1.
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We have
; e2 D 0; ; e1 D −
1
k0
< 0; (26)
R D k0 
 〈; a5a e−ia ; (27)
cos2 D ; a5a cos a ; a5a e−ia  : (28)
The non-degeneracy conditions therefore become(
kg 6D 0;
cos2 6D 0:
Letting z" denote a root of (13) with maximal real part, it may be shown
that Re z00  −kg=k0  cos2 (omitting factors with constant sign), so
that the stationary solution is stable for " < 0 and unstable for " > 0, if
kg  cos2 < 0, and vice versa otherwise.
It is well known that the bifurcation is subcritical or supercritical, and
hence the periodic solutions are stable or unstable, according to the sign
of a parameter, denoted a1 in [9, (3.4.29)]: if a1 < 0, we have uniform
asymptotic stability in X for these solutions, if a1 > 0—instability.
For the sake of simplicity, compute a1 choosing
a5a D γa5a D
8<:
1
4
sin
a
2
for 0 < a < 2;
0 otherwise.
(29)
From the conditions on the eigenvalues, we obtain k0 D 3, cos2 D
3=64C 921=2 > 0 and R D 2 C 649 1=2 6D 0; other computations yield
a1 D −

7264C 925k
2
1 C 18k2: (30)
Finally, the form of the periodic solutions of problem (5) is
ua; ty " D

S0 C

− 216kg  "
5k21 C 18k2
1=2
 cost − a

5a CO"; (31)
for each " small enough, and such that kg  "=5k21 C 18k2 < 0.
A more general formula for a1 needs two new quantities, R2 and 22,
defined as R2 ei22
defD 〈;5a e−i 2 a.
Examples. Assume again (29), and moreover (7), 8Sy " D R0 1 C
"’S. It follows that kg D −5C S20=4’00S0=’S0.
If ’S D e−S , with  > 0, then, from k0 D 3, S0 D 4=1=, kg D
− < 0 and a1 D a1 D −  =42=4C   C 3=9 64 C 92; for
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’S D 1=1C S4C, with  > 0, we have S0 D 4=1=4C, kg D − < 0,
and a1 D a1 D −  =42=   C 9=9 64 C 92. In both cases,
the non-degeneracy condition is satisfied for  6D 0. We have a1 < 0, for
every  > 0.
Therefore, the periodic solutions corresponding to each  > 0 are uni-
formly asymptotically stable in L10;1, for " > 0 small enough.
In these two examples, the Hopf bifurcation is always supercritical. It
could be interesting to know if this holds for any decreasing function ’.
7. PROOFS
7.1. A Centre Manifold Theorem
Equation (15) Pv D Av − Rvy " g is included among those examined
by Desch and Schappacher (see Eq. (2)). Besides, for the properties of A
and the form of the spectrum, it satisfies a theorem proved in [1]. See also
the article [2].
Theorem 2 (Existence of a Local Centre Manifold for DSZ-Systems).
Consider the abstract differential equation in a Banach space X,
dx
dt
D AxC Bx; (32)
where A is a closed linear operator that generates a C0-semigroup of bounded
linear operators on X, Z
i
,!X is a Banach space that satisfies assumption
(Z) with respect to A, Bx X ! Z is continuous, B0 D 0, and 8R > 0,
9 bR > 0 such that
Bx − Bx0Z  bR x− x0 ; (33)
8x, x0 2 X, x, x0  R, with bR D o1, for R! 0C.
• Let A be the spectrum of the operator A; assume that ReA  0,
that the sets c xD A \ iR, s xD z  z 2 A;Re z < 0 are spectral
sets; let X D Xs Xc be the corresponding spectral decomposition of the
state space into closed A-invariant subspaces, with associated projectors
Pc and Ps, and the restricted operators Ac xD AXc , As xD AXs .
• Let !0As < 0, and let Ac be the infinitesimal generator of a C0-group,
with !0−Ac D 0.
• Finally, let the subspace Z be A-invariant with respect to the spectral
decomposition, i.e., Z D PcZ  PsZ.
Then there exists a Local Centre Manifold for (32),
S D x  x 2 X;x D xc C hxc; xc 2 Xc; xc  }; (34)
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where  > 0, hx Xc ! Xs is a Lipschitzian function, with hx D ox,
and S is tangent to the centre subspace Xc at the origin.
We can represent the (mild) flow on S by the differential equation in xc:
dxc
dt
D Ac
(
xc C PcBxc C hxc

: (35)
Let 6 be an invariant set, contained in S : if 6 is stable on S , then it is
also stable in X; if it is uniformly asymptotically stable on S , it is uniformly
asymptotically stable in X; if it is unstable on S , it is unstable in X.
For definitions of spectral sets and spectral projections, see [15, Theo-
rem 5.7-B]. See also [12, Chap. 1.5].
Proof (sketch). We present a sketch of the proof (details are in [1]) for
later use. Equation (32) is written as8>>><>>>:
dxc
dt
D Ac

xc C PcB

xc 

xc


C xs

defD Ac
(
xc C Bcxc; xs

;
dxs
dt
D As

xs C PsB

xc 

xc


C xs

defD As
(
xs C Bsxc; xs

;
(36)
where  x is a Lipschitzian cut-off function, and  > 0 is small enough.
Then introduce the space
W D f 2 CXc;Xsx f 0 D 0; f x  D; f x − f y
 1 x− y};
where D <  and 1 are suitable quantities, and W is a Banach space with
the sup-norm fW D supx2Xc f x.
Define the application Gx W ! W as follows. Take f 2 W and let
yty xc be the (unique) solution of the mild equation
yt D etAcxc −Ac
Z 0
t
et−sAcBc
(
ys; f ysds; t  0: (37)
Then
Gf xc xD As
Z 0
−1
e−sAsBs
(
ys; f ysds: (38)
It is possible to prove that G is a contraction on W , and its unique fixed
point h is the function that defines the Centre Manifold in (34).
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7.2. Application
Let us go back to problem (16).
As space X take X D X R; as space (Z)-A take FA, the Favard class
of A (see Section 1, (Z)-A spaces).
Since DA  FA, the decomposability hypotheses hold: we obtain
Z D FA D Pc FA  R  Ps FA:
See [1, Chap. 1.3.2]; [2, Chap. 3.2]. Remember that g 2 FA, and cA D
0;−i;Ci. Applying Theorem 2 to (16) (cf. [3, par. 1.5]), the manifold
S  X  R is described by the function h, as vs D hvcy ", " D constant.
On the manifold S , for a fixed ", Eq. (16) becomes
Pvc D Ac
(
vc − Rvc C hvcy "y "Pc g

: (39)
Take the basis e1; e2 in Xc , where e1a D 5a cos a, e2a D 5a sin a
(see (17)); Pc g is given by (62). Define the variables x and y by taking, for
each vc 2 Xc , vc D x e1Cy e2, and define the function
Rx; yy " defD Rx e1Cy e2Chx e1Cy e2y "y ": (40)
Then (39) assumes in R2 the form8>><>>:
Px D −y C 2
R
cos2  Rx; yy ";
Py D x− 2
R
sin2  Rx; yy ":
(41)
7.3. Hopf Bifurcation
We wish to apply to the 2-dimensional system (41) the Hopf bifurcation
theorem (see [9, Theorem 3.4.2]).
7.3.1. Regularity Conditions.
To apply the Hopf Theorem to (39), we need that Rx; yy " is of class
C3 in x; y.
(a) We required 8 to be at least of class C3loc Lip, with 8SS0y 0 6D 0.
By the Implicit Function Theorem, S" D S" is of class C3loc Lip; ; v and
γ; v are of class C1 in v.
Then also Rvy " is of class C3loc Lip in v.
(b) Rx; yy " D Rx e1Cy e2Chx e1Cy e2y "y ".
The regularity of R depends on that of h. We use a regularity the-
orem for the local centre manifold described by h, extending the finite-
dimensional case (this theorem is proved in [1, Theorem 36, Chap. 5.1]).
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Theorem 3. Let the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold and let there exist a
cut-off function of class CkLipXc;Xs on arbitrarily small neighbourhoods of
the origin; and let B 2 Ckloc LipX;Z.
Then the function h, describing the centre manifold of Theorem 2, is of
class Ckloc Lip.
The proof follows the outline of Theorem 6.1.7 and of Corollary 6.2.2 of
[12].
We use the space W and the contraction G used in the proof of Theo-
rem 2 and show that if B is regular enough, then G maps the intersection of
W with the small enough closed balls of CkLipXc;Xs into themselves. Since
a closed ball in CkLipXc;Xs is also closed in CXc;Xs [12, Lemma 6.1.6],
the fixed point h of G must belong to CkLipXc;Xs.
7.3.2. Non-Degeneracy Conditions and Eigenvalues.
A necessary condition for Hopf bifurcation is
d
defD dRe z"
d"

"D0
6D 0; (42)
where z", z" are the eigenvalues of the linear part of the problem, with
z0 D i, z0 D −i.
We wish to express condition (42) in terms of the series expansion of
R and of 8. Because of the required properties of regularity, R can be
expanded in the Taylor series up to 2nd order,
Rvy " D R20v2 C "R11v CO
(vc; "3; (43)
where Rij is multilinear and "j Rijvi D Rijv; v;    i terms    v, ";   
j terms    ". From Theorem 2 it follows that hvcy " D ovcy ", while
by Theorem 3, h is C3loc Lip, so hvcy " D Ovc; "2; thus the expan-
sion in the series of R and of R to 2nd order in vcy " coincide, and we
have R11vc C hvcy " D R11vc. Then we can express the linear part of
system (41), Pvc D f vcy " as
Ac" defD Dvcf

vcD0
D
0B@ "
2
R
cos2  R11e1 −1C "
2
R
cos2  R11e2
1− " 2
R
sin2  R11e1 −"
2
R
sin2  R11e2
1CACO"2;
with Ac0 D Ac , which by Hypothesis 1 has two simple imaginary eigenval-
ues, i. Then the conditions on eigenvalues of Hopf’s theorem are satisfied,
and we have
d D d
d"
(
Re z"
"D0 D
1
R
(
cos2R11e1 − sin2R11e2

;
so that (20)–(21) imply (42).
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Conclusion. It follows that non-zero periodic solutions of problem (39)
exist.
From problem (39) we go back to the original (5). Thus the existence
of non-trivial periodic solutions in a L10;1-neighbourhood of the sta-
tionary solution follows. In the particular case  D γ, bifurcation and non-
degeneracy conditions depend on the parameters k0, R, and kg, cos2.
Finally, from the type of stability of the periodic solutions of (41) follows
the stability of the periodic solutions of (5). We will see in the next section
its dependence on R20 and the estimate (30) of the stability parameter a1
in the case  D γ.
8. STABILITY
To study the stability of the obtained periodic solutions, we need an
approximation of the centre manifold at least of 2nd order.
From the assumptions, it follows that also 8 and R admit Taylor expan-
sions of 3rd order
Rvy " D R20v2C "R11v CR30v3C "R21v2C "2R12v CO
(vc; "4:
Terms in " only are lacking, because R is a remainder and R0y "  0
for " in a neighbourhood of 0) h0y " D 0 for " in a neighbourhood of
0 2 R. We need terms of order 3 for the approximation of the manifold S
to 2nd order to evaluate stability of the obtained oscillations; this requires
an approximation theorem.
8.1. Regularity and Approximation
Strict Solutions
Proposition 4. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold, dimXc < 1, and
B is of class C1loc LipX;Z, then mild solutions on S are strict and C1 in time
t, and, for each y taken in a suitable neighbourhood of the origin in Xc , we
have
hy C PsBy C hy 2 DA: (44)
Proof. Since dimXc <1 we have that Ac is continuous and mild solu-
tions of (35) are C1, satisfying the equation also in the differential version.
Then, from Theorem 3, h and xst D hxct (solution on S ) are of
class C1. Since 0 62 As ) A−1s 2 LXs, from the second equation
of (36) we have
A−1s xst D etAsA−1s hxc0 C
Z t
0
et−sAsBs
(
xcs; hxcs

ds;
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so that
A−1s
dxst
dt
D A−1s h0xct
dxct
dt
D et As (h(xc0CBs(xc0; hxc0
C
Z t
0
et−sAs
d
ds
Bs
(
xcs; hxcs

ds;
A−1s h
0xct
(
Acxct C Bc
(
xct; hxct

D etAs (h(xc0C Bs(xc0; hxc0
C
Z t
0
et−sAs
d
ds
Bs
(
xcs; hxcs

ds:
Setting t D 0 and xc0 D y, we see that (44) holds and
A−1s h
0y(Ac y C Bcy; hy D hy C Bs(y; hy 2 DA: (45)
For y small enough, we have the conclusion.
Approximation of the Manifold. DA  Z and dimXc < 1 imply good
decomposition properties for the space Z: DA  Z ) Z D PsZ  PcZ,
and if dimXc <1 it follows that Xc  DAc  PcZ; besides hy 2 PsZ,
for every y in a suitable neighbourhood of the origin in Xc .
Definition 3. If the hypotheses of Theorem 2 hold, dimXc <1, DA 
Z, and f x Xc ! Xs \Z is of class C1U;Xs, where U is a neighbourhood
of the origin in Xc , we define N f as
N f y D A−1s f 0yAc
(
y C Pc By C f y
− f y − PsB(y C f y: (46)
We see that (45) becomes Nh D 0.
Theorem 5. Let the assumptions of Theorem 2 hold. Assume moreover
dimXc <1, DA  Z, and B 2 C1Lip locM;Z, where M is a neighbourhood
of the origin in X.
Let f x U  Xc ! PsZ  Xs, f 2 C1U;Xs, f 0 D 0, f 00 D 0 be
such that N f y
Z
D O(yq; for q > 1; (47)
and
9 r > 0x 8 0 < r < rx sup
ryr
f yZ <1: (48)
Then, for y ! 0, f y − hy D Oyq.
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Remark. If f is a polynomial of multilinear operators, dim spanIm f  <
1 and (48) is satisfied.
Proof (sketch). Let yt D xct be the solution of (35). Because of
Proposition 4, yt and hyt are differentiable of class C1.
We define Hz D Gz C f  − f , that has a fixed point z D h− f . H is a
contraction in the space W by the proof of Theorem 2. We have h− f 2 W .
By C1-continuity of solutions on S , the transformation H can be rewritten
in integral form, analogously to G given in (38). It turns out
Hzy0 D As
Z 0
−1
e−s AsQ
(
ysy y0; z
(
ysy y0

ds; (49)
where
Qy; z defD Bsy; z C f y − Bsy; f y − N f y
CA−1s f 0yAc

Bcy; f y − Bcy; z C f y

:
We define the subspace V D z  z 2 W; zy  K  yq, and, for z 2
V , we have Qy; zZ D Oyq, since B is Lipschitz. Analogously, for
the trasformation H, we see after tedious computations that Hzy0 D
Oy0q. Hence H transforms the subspace V in itself, for suitable K,
and when the radius  of the neighbourhood of the origin is small enough
(see (36)).
Then h− f 2 V , i.e., hy D f y COyq.
Terms of Order 2. For terms of 2nd order, Theorem 5 becomes:
Corollary 6 (see [1, Proposition 46]). Let the conditions of Theorem 2
hold, let dimXc < 1, DA  Z, and let B admit an expansion in the Taylor
polynomial of order 2 in the space Z: Bx − B2x; xZ D Ox3, where
B2x X X ! Z is a symmetric and continuous bilinear term.
A sufficient condition for a continuous and symmetric bilinear function,
x X2c ! Xs, y D h2y; y, to be an approximation to h of 2nd order, is
to satisfy the equation
2A−1s h2y;Ac y D h2y; y C Ps B2y; y: (50)
8.2. Application to the Population Equation
Taking the operators h20x Xc Xc ! Xs, h11x Xc  R! Xs, we have
hvcy " D h20vc2 C "h11vc CO
(vc; "3; (51)
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where we denote h20v2 D h20v; v, while h02 D 0 because h0y " D 0.
We obtain h20 and h11 from (50). Specifically,
h20vc2 D R20vc2Ps g
C 2(−R20vc2 C R20Acvc2A2 C 4 I−1Ps g
C 2R20vc;AcvcAA2 C 4 I−1Ps g; (52)
h11vc D R11vcA2s
(
ICA−2s
−1
Ps g
C R11AcvcAs
(
ICA−2s
−1
Ps g : (53)
In particular, for  D γ and 5 given by (29), we have
h20e12 D
1
9
k1 5a

1
8
1C 5 cos 2a − 2
3R
sinaC2

; (54)
h20e22 D
1
9
k1 5a

1
8
1− 5 cos 2a − 4
3R
sinaC2

; (55)
h20e1; e2 D
1
9
k1 5a

5
8
sin 2a− 2
3R
cosaC2

: (56)
Then the quantity Rx; yy " becomes
Rx; yy " D R20vc2 C 2R20
(
vc; h20vc2
C R20vc2 CO(vc4
D 1
9
k1x
2 − 1
27

k2 C
2
3

1
4
C 2
3R
sin2

k21

x3
−

8k21
243 R
cos2

x2y − 2
81

1
2
C 4
3R
sin2

xy2
CO(x; y2: (57)
Substituting (57) in (41), one can apply the standard computations of Hopf
Bifurcation; from the formula (3.4.11) of [9], we finally obtain
a1 D −

1
36 R
cos2

5
18
k21 C k2

;
and the stability results of Subsection 6.2 follow.
Again from formulas (3.4.9) of [9], and Theorems 11.15 and 11.18 of [10],
we obtain the amplitude and the period of the periodic solutions in terms
of the parameter ", namely (31).
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APPENDIX
The Centre Projector of A.
As stated in Section 5, the spectrum to the right of − is con-
stituted by eigenvalues, solutions of the characteristic equation (13):R1
0 
a5a e−za da D 1:
We require ReA  0, and the centre spectrum cA D A \ iR
to be constituted only by Ci, −i, simple eigenvalues. It follows that the
trace operator for A is well-defined.
For the properties of A, the set c D Ci;−i is a spectral set and we
define the corresponding projection Pc and the space Xc D PcX.
The space Xc is described by two real functions
e1a D 5a cos a; e2a D 5a sin a: (58)
The centre projector Pc is
Pcw D p1; w e1Cp2; w e2; (59)
where
p1s xD
2
R
1
5s
Z 1
s
5 cos C2− sd; (60)
p2s xD −
2
R
1
5s
Z 1
s
5 sin C2− sd; (61)
and it follows that
Pc ga D
2
R
5A sinaC2 D 2
R
sin2 e1C
2
R
cos2 e2 : (62)
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